







































































































Work and Energy in Classical Mechanics
Mechanical Work
an external force does work on an object in translating
it from F to Fz work is given
y by path integralr2 I

FExt w f fext.dzr
F

X path
SI unit for 1J I kg.mil s2work is joule

an external torque also does work on a object by
rotating it through an angle
for rotation about a fixed axis through the center
of mass

I work is given
by path integral
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Power is the work done per unit time
I
D doff feftfdr fext.ddfifex.tv
SI unit for Power is the watt

1 W 1 Jls 1 kgMYS
Work
Energytheorerusubstitute

Newton's2NdLaw EetIma mddI into
power expression

ddwt F.ttv mdI.iedt
which expandsto

Iw mV dV my daff t muzdIdt dt

and can be rewritten as

diff ddtfzmv.co Emv Its EmvEct Emv t

tdk Kienneticg
at

The work done on an object is transformed into The
kinetic energy of The object
W Lt Ez K z K Emv2Cta m v2Lt

Conservative Forces
A conservative force acting on a particledependsonly on a

particle'sposition F and not the particle's velocity time
or any other variable e g Gravitational Coulombforces are

conservative forces










































































































The work doneby a conservative force is identical
for all paths between two points in space

n
Y Rz

T
X

Tz
W 1 72 1 F DJ VCI V

try work is diffence
forconservative betweenscalar field
forcethis is no longer valves at T

e f
a pathintegral

for conservativeforceswe can define a scalar field F g
a physicalquantitythat can have a different valve at each

point in space9 time and obtain the force at any point in
space using Fcf F F

where J Ex t Ey t Ez z
is thegradient operator and Ey Ey Ez are unit vectors
along x y Z respectively i e

F Cxy 2 I Exdvff.fi teydVcfyItezdVCx.uizId Z

is a vector thatpoints in the direction of greatest increase
in V CF












































































































Thescalar field g V f is called The
Potential Energy function

f 0 at equilibriumpoint where slopeof x is zero

Minimum in Cx is stableequilibriumpoint
in this region the forcepushes particle towards equilibria point

maximumin VG is unstableequilibriumpoint
in Thisregiontheforcepushes partide awayfromequilibriumpoint










































































































Work Energy Theorem ConservativeForces

Combining W K z K Emv2Cta Emv Lt
and

W E di Vera VED
gives Ka k Vz V

or V t K Vz K E
tenders

The Sun of potental and kinetic energy before
and after a conservative force acts on a

particle are equal
Define E Ktvas total mechanical energy

Prove that E is constant when only
conservative forces act or a system
of particles
































































like a swarm
Imagine a collection of atoms otbeesw

each one is in motion
a combination of attractive and repulsive
forces between atoms keeps the
collectiontogether and occupying
a finite volume

an external uniform applied force can translate

the collection n
y s

f ext

You cannot see individual atoms but there are

enough atoms for you to see a translation in
the center of mass along a path

Similarly a uniform appliedtorque can rotate
one collection

iii
E

again you cannot see individual atoms move

but There are enough atoms in the collection for
you to see the shape of The collection rotate



an external radially directed force will cause the volume
occupied by the collection to decrease

t t
L

p
e p

onceagain you cannot see individual atoms move but

There are enough atoms in the collection for you to
see the volume of The collection shrink

you can imagineforces that cause changes inTheposition
andmomenta of the atoms but cause no observable
change in any macroscopic coordinate i e position
orientation volume all remain the same yet the work
of The external forces have changed the energy of
the atoms inThe collection

When the mechanical work of externalforces changes
the energy of a collection of atomswith no change
in any macroscopic coordinates then this energy
transfer is called heat in Thermodynamics



In the words of physicist Herb Callen
Thermodynamics is concerned with the macroscopic
consequences of the myriads of atomic coordinates
that by virtue of the coarseness of macroscopic
observations do not appear explicitly in a macroscopic

u
description of a system


